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Whole muscle forming 
Are you interested in doing whole muscle forming with you existing CFS/Koppens equipment? 

 

We have a solution. Traditionally forming whole muscle with a standard machine did not work. The 

fact that the meat is close to frozen and that the whole muscle does not form easily made these 

kinds of products very difficult and almost impossible to produce. We have invested a lot of time 

and expertise into solving problems relating to whole muscle forming and we are proud to be able 

to guarantee whole muscle forming on any CFS or Koppens forming machine. We have also 

noted that these changes also had a massive effect on the amount of reworked or half formed 

products produced. 

 
We have seen numerous clients struggling to form even normal minced chicken products, with a 

lot of this half formed patties going back into the hopper because the shape is not fully formed. We 

can bring down these half formed burgers with about 90%, thus removing operators from your 

production line who’s job it was to remove these burgers from the line and speeding up production  

time. 
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Our solution! 

• We will reduce half formed burgers by 90%. 

• We can guarantee whole muscle forming. 

• Speed up production time. 

• Open up new markets for the same formed products you are currently producing but made 

from whole muscle and not emulsified product. Thus meaning that you enter a higher end 

market without major investment. 

• Upgrading your machines form part of the solution. This will increase your machine life and 

any work done on your machine should have a positive effect on machine down time. 

 

For details please feel free to call use at any time. 
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